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1. INTRODUCTION
Let O be a valuation domain with field of fractions K and correspond-¤
ing valuation ¤ . The aim of this article is to present a collection of results
concerning the structure and hereditary properties of the integral closure
w xR of the polynomial ring O x in a finite extension F of the field of¤
Ž . w xfractions K x of O x .¤
Precisely the problems treated are:
v < w xProvided R O x is finite, do integral bases for this ring extension¤
exist?
v w xWhich polynomial rings O x have finite integral closure in any¤
Ž .finite extension of K x ?
v Let O be a valuation ring dominating O such that the extensionw ¤
of the fields of fractions is algebraic. Under which conditions is the tensor
product R m O normal?O w¤
A common feature of our treatment of each of these questions is the use
of valuation theoretic methods, as introduced and applied to geometric
w x w xproblems in 7 and 2 .
w xPartial answers to the first question are already known: By 3 integral
< w xbases for the extension R O x exist in the case of a valuation ring O of¤ ¤
Krull dimension 1 such that the field K is complete with respect to the
valuation ¤ . For general valuation rings B. Green, M. Matignon, and
w xF. Pop in 7 proved an existence theorem of a different type. They showed
that in a given function field F of transcendence degree 1 over K, under
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certain conditions there are many elements x g F transcendental over K
w x w xsuch that the integral closure R of O x in F is a finite free O x -module.¤ ¤
In the same article they posed the general question for integral bases of a
< w xfinite extension R O x .¤
In Section 3 of the present article a positive answer to this question is
w xgiven. It is obtained by first applying a theorem of G. Sabbagh 15 on the
coherence of polynomial rings over valuation rings to show the coherence
of the integral closure R itself. Second, a generalization of the theorem of
Quillen and Suslin about projective modules over polynomial rings
w x w xK X , . . . , X due to Y. Lequain and A. Simis 11 is used to deduce1 n
< w xfreeness of the ring extension R O x .¤
Comparing with the Noetherian theory of Nagata rings the second
w xquestion has a ``standard'' answer: O x has finite integral closure in any¤
Ž .finite extension of its field of fractions K x if and only if O has this¤
property. The latter can be expressed in terms of the value group of O .¤
The proof of this result is a simple application of a transfer principle due
w xto F. K. Kuhlmann 10 .
Finally the third question on the normality of base changes R m O isO w¤
treated by assuming normality of the ring R m L, L the field of fractionsO¤
of O , and then giving valuation theoretic conditions on the extensionsw
< <O O and R O which ensure normality of the base change. Such condi-w ¤ ¤
tions are:
1. Equality of the value groups and residue fields of the valuation
rings O and O .¤ w
2. Unramifiedness of the Gauss valuation ¤ in F and separability ofx
< <the residue field extension Lw K¤ of O O .w ¤
Note that condition 1 is satisfied for the Henselization of a valuation ring.
The results in this article can be used in the study of curves over
valuation rings. In fact they form the first part of the authors doctoral
w xthesis 8 on the divisor theory of such curves. More precisely it is shown in
w x2 that integral, normal, proper O -schemes with purely one-dimensional¤
Ž .fibers O -curves for short can be covered by spectra of integral domains,¤
which are integral closures of polynomial rings in one variable over O ,¤
provided O belongs to certain classes of valuation rings. One such class is¤
that of Henselian valuation rings. Assume now that O is a member of one¤
of those classes. The results of the present article then provide perma-
nence conditions for being of finite type under the standard operations
``normalization'' and ``base change'' for integral, normal, proper O -curves.¤
w xFurthermore the freeness of the integral closure R of O x in a finite¤
Ž . w xextension of K x was used in 7 to give a model-theoretic proof for the
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existence of stable curves over a valuation ring with algebraically closed
Ž < w xfield of fractions. The proof used freeness of R O x for suitably chosen¤
.x, where the result was evident at that time.
Besides the Introduction this article contains four sections: In the
second section a summary of basic facts concerning the notion of defect in
valuation theory is given. It includes the characterization of those valua-
tion rings, which have finite integral closure in any finite extension of their
field of fractions as well as a consequence of this characterization for the
so called Gauss valuations on rational function fields.
The third section contains the proof of the existence theorem for
integral bases discussed in the previous text. Furthermore necessary and
w xsufficient conditions are given for a polynomial ring O x over the¤
valuation ring O to have finite integral closure in any finite extension of¤
its field of fractions.
Section 4 deals with the problem of finding conditions that ensure
normality of base changes R m O for a valuation ring O dominatingO w w¤
O in an algebraic extension of its field of fractions.¤
In the final section the main results of the article are restated in the
language of schemes to demonstrate their meaning for those classes of
w x w xO -curves investigated in 2 and 7 .¤
2. PRELIMINARIES FROM VALUATION THEORY
This short section contains the results from valuation theory needed in
the following sections and introduces some notation.
Con¤ention. Throughout the whole article valuation rings are always
domains, i.e., without zero divisors.
For a commutative domain A with field of fractions K the symbol A9
denotes the integral closure of A in K. If L is an extension field of K the
Ž .symbol A9 L denotes the integral closure of A in L.
Let ¤ be a non-Archimedean valuation of the field K with correspond-
ing valuation ring O and maximal ideal M 1 O . The residue classes¤ ¤ ¤
a q M g O rM will be denoted by a¤ ; K¤ will therefore denote the¤ ¤ ¤
residue field of O . Finally ¤K is the value group of ¤ .¤
Let L be a finite extension field of K and let w be a prolongation of ¤
Ž < .to L denoted by w ¤ in the sequel ; in this situation one has the
Ž < . Ž . Ž < .ramification index e w ¤ [ wL: ¤K , the residue degree f w ¤ [
w x Ž < . < < ) 0Lw: K¤ , and the initial index e w ¤ [ d g wL ;g g ¤K : 0 F d
4 < ) 0- g , where ¤K denotes the positive elements in the value group ¤K.
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These numerical quantities satisfy the following structural relationship,
X X < <dim O L rM O L s e w ¤ f w ¤ ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ÝK ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤
<w ¤
where the sum runs over all prolongations w of ¤ to L.
Ž h h. Ž .Let K , ¤ be a Henselization of the valued field K, ¤ ; then the
Ž h h. Ž . hHenselization L , w of L, w is a compositum L.K in the algebraic
closure of K h and one calls the number,
w h h xL : K
<d w ¤ [ ,Ž .
< <e w ¤ f w ¤Ž . Ž .
<the defect of w ¤ .
Ž < .If d w ¤ s 1 for all prolongations w of ¤ to L one says, that ¤ is
defectless in L. If ¤ is defectless in all finite extensions of K, one says,
that ¤ is defectless.
Bringing in defects turns the fundamental inequality,
< <w xL: K G e w ¤ f w ¤Ž . Ž .Ý
<w ¤
into the equality,
< < <w xL: K s d w ¤ e w ¤ f w ¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
<w ¤
XŽ .The residue map O “ K¤ extends to the integral closure O L of O in¤ ¤ ¤
XŽ .L by taking residues modulo M O L ; the images of elements of a g¤ ¤
XŽ .O L under this map also are denoted by a¤ .¤
For the integral closure
OX L s O ,Ž . F¤ w
<w ¤
Žwthe following well-known theorem holds 1, Chap. VI, Section 8, Theo-
x.rem 2 :
Ž . XŽ .1 O L is a finite O -module, if and only if the equations¤ ¤
< < < < <w xL: K s e w ¤ f w ¤ , e w ¤ s e w ¤ , ;w ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
<w ¤
hold. In particular ¤ is defectless in L.
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Remark. Because torsion free finitely generated modules over valua-
XŽ . w xtion rings are free, O L is then free of rank L: K .¤
A direct consequence of the preceding theorem is the following descrip-
tion of those valuation rings having finite integral closure in any finite
extension of their field of fractions, the so-called N-2 rings using the
w xterminology of Matsumura 12 :
PROPOSITION 2.1. For a ¤aluation ring O the following statements are¤
equi¤alent:
XŽ .1. The normalization O L in any finite extension L of K is finite¤
o¤er O .¤
2. O is defectless and for the structure of the ¤alue group there are the¤
two alternati¤es:
Ž .a ¤K is di¤isible.
Ž .b ¤K has a minimal, nontri¤ial, con¤ex subgroup D ( Z such
that ¤KrD is di¤isible.
Ž .Proof. 1. « 2. By 1 ¤ is defectless. If ¤K is not divisible there
<exists a finite extension L K in which ¤ is ramified. By the assumption and
Ž . Ž < . Ž < .1 , e w ¤ s e w ¤ ) 1 for some prolongation of ¤ to L. Therefore by
the definition of the initial index ¤K has to have a minimal positive
² :element g ; the subgroup D [ g is then minimal, discrete, and convex.0 0
Ž .Let g g ¤K _ D and n g N. We have to show g q D rn g ¤KrD.
< n w xChoose L K to be the splitting field of a polynomial X y a g K X with
¤a s g and let w be an extension of ¤ to L. Then there exists b g L with
Ž < . Ž < .wb s grn. By assumption we have e w ¤ s e w ¤ , which implies that
every element in wLr¤K has a representative in the set
 4V s d g wL: 0 F d - g .0
Therefore we can find d g V with grn y d s g 9 g ¤K, that is g y nd s
ng 9. This yields nd g ¤K and moreover because 0 F nd F ng one0
has nd g D by the convexity of D. Thus we have g q D s ng 9 q D s
Ž .n g 9 q D . This proves the divisibility of ¤KrD.
2. « 1. The only fact, which is not an immediate consequence of
Ž . Ž < . Ž < .1 , is the equality e w ¤ s e w ¤ in case ¤K has a minimal, discrete,
² : <convex subgroup D s g . In this case choose any finite extension L K0
and any prolongation w of ¤ to L. Let a g wL be any positive element;
one has to show that a q ¤K s d q ¤K with 0 F d - g . Let n g N be0
the order of a q ¤K in ¤Lr¤K. The group ¤KrD being n-divisible yields
Ž . ) 0 Ž .na q D s n b q D , b g ¤K . Thus one has n a y b s mg , m g N,0
and one may assume m - n; subtract a suitable multiple of g on both0
sides. So with d [ a y b one has d q ¤K s a q ¤K and 0 F d - g .0
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Remark. Recall that a commutative ring A is called a Nagata ring, if
Ž .ArP is a N-2 ring for each P g Spec A . Now if P 1 O is any prime¤
ideal, the ring O rP is a valuation ring O with value group isomorphic to¤ ¤
a convex subgroup D9 : ¤K. This subgroup inherits the property ``divisibil-
ity'' as well as that of ``having a minimal, convex subgroup D ( Z such that
the quotient with respect to this subgroup is divisible'' from the group ¤K.
Žw x.Furthermore if ¤ is defectless then so is ¤ 10, Lemma 2.17 . Combining
this information one obtains: Valuation rings are Nagata rings if and only
if they are N-2 rings. In the Noetherian case this result is trivial.
In the third section of this article the Gauss valuation plays an impor-
Ž . Ž .tant role: Let K, ¤ be any valued field and let K x , . . . , x be the1 n
rational function field in n variables. The Gauss valuation with respect to
Ž .¤ and x [ x , . . . , x is then defined by1 n
ra x q ??? qar 0¤ x sž /b x q ??? qbs 0
< <[ min ¤ a k s 0, . . . , r y min ¤ b j s 0, . . . , s ,Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /k j
n k k k1 nŽ .where k s k , . . . , k g N and x s x ? ??? ? x . It is an unramified1 n 1 n
prolongation of ¤ and the residue field is the rational function field
Ž .K¤ x ¤ , . . . , x ¤ .1 x n x
One of the interesting properties of the Gauss valuation is the following
transfer principle, which is a special case of a result by F. K. Kuhlmann:
Ž . Žw x.2 10, Theorem 3.1 . The ¤aluation ¤ is defectless, if and only if the
Gauss ¤aluation ¤ with respect to ¤ and any number of ¤ariables x [x
Ž .x , . . . , x is defectless.1 n
Ž .For our purposes 2 has the following interesting consequence:
COROLLARY 2.2. The ¤aluation ring O has finite integral closure in any¤
finite extension of its field of fractions, if and only if the Gauss ¤aluation ring
Ž .O with respect to ¤ and any number of ¤ariables x [ x , . . . , x has this¤ 1 nx
property.
Ž .Proof. Apply Proposition 2.1: By 2 the Gauss valuation ring is defect-
Ž .less and because ¤K s ¤ K x , . . . , x the assertion follows.x 1 n
3. THE INTEGRAL CLOSURE OF POLYNOMIAL RINGS
OVER A VALUATION DOMAIN
Throughout this section let O be a valuation ring with field of fractions¤
w xK. Let R be the integral closure of the polynomial ring O x in a finite¤
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Ž . w xextension F of the field of fractions K x of O x . The main result of this¤
section is:
THEOREM 3.1. The following statements about the integral closure R of
w x < Ž .the polynomial ring O x in the finite extension F K x are equi¤alent:¤
w x1. R is a finite O x -module.¤
w x w Ž .x2. R is a free O x -module of rank F: K x .¤
This theorem is already known in the case of a complete valuation ring O¤
Žw x.of rank 1 with algebraically closed residue field K¤ 3, p. 100 .
w x Ž .Furthermore in 7 the following result was proved Lemma 1.2 :
<Let O be an arbitrary valuation ring and let F K be a function field of¤
transcendence degree 1 over the field of fractions K of O . Assume there¤
exists a function g g F such that the integral closure of the Gauss
valuation ring O in F is finite and that ¤ is unramified in F. Then there¤ gg w xexists a nonconstant function f g F such that the integral closure of O f¤
w xin F is a finite, free O f -module.¤
w xIn 7 this theorem was used to prove the elementary nature of the
existence of stable curves over a given valuation ring with an algebraically
closed field of fractions. In the same article the question was posed, if
freeness always holds provided the integral closure in discussion is finite.
Theorem 3.1 gives a positive answer to this question.
The proof of the nontrivial implication 1. « 2. of Theorem 3.1 is
established by combining the information from three theorems on polyno-
mial rings over valuation rings:
v A generalization of the theorem of Quillen and Suslin due to Y.
< w xLequain and A. Simis, that reduces the proof of freeness of R O x to¤
proving projectivity.
v w xA theorem of G. Sabbagh used to show that R is a O x -module of¤
< w xfinite presentation provided R O x is finite.¤
v < w xA characterization theorem for the finiteness of R O x in terms¤
of the Gauss valuation ¤ due to B. Green.x
The proof of Theorem 3.1 proceeds according to this list.
The theorem of Quillen and Suslin referred to states that finitely
w xgenerated, projective modules over a polynomial ring K x , . . . , x , for K1 n
w xa field, are free. In their article 11 Y. Lequain and A. Simis show that this
theorem is still true, when one replaces the field K by a valuation ring:
Ž . Žw x. w x3 11, Theorem B . Let A be a Prufer ring and let A x , . . . , x be theÈ 1 n
polynomial ring in n ¤ariables o¤er A. Let M be a finitely generated, projecti¤e
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w xA x , . . . , x -module. Then M has the form1 n
w xM ( P m A x , . . . , x ,A 1 n
for a finitely generated, projecti¤e A-module P.
In particular for A s O a ¤aluation ring one has: Finitely generated,¤
w xprojecti¤e O x , . . . , x -modules are free.¤ 1 n
Ž . < w xFor our purpose 3 reduces the proof of the freeness of R O x to that¤
of projectivity. This amounts to proving local freeness, once one knows
w xthat R is a finitely presented O x -module. The proof of this fact is¤
therefore our next aim.
Recall that a commutative ring A is called coherent, if all finitely
generated ideals I 1 A are finitely presented. Valuation rings are coher-
ent, but polynomial rings over coherent rings are in general not. The
following result due to G. Sabbagh is therefore of importance in this
context:
Ž . Žw x. w x4 15 . The polynomial ring O x , . . . , x is coherent.¤ 1 n
This gives the following information about R:
< w xCOROLLARY 3.2. Assume R O x to be finite, then R has the properties:¤
w x1. R is a finitely presented O x -module.¤
2. R is a coherent ring.
Proof. Finitely generated torsion free modules over a coherent domain
w Ž .xare finitely presented 4, Theorem 2.3.2 3 .
<If B A is a finite extension of rings, where A is a coherent domain, then
B is coherent: Any finitely generated ideal I 1 B is a finitely presented
A-module for the same reason as in the proof of 1. Therefore I is finitely
presented as a B-module.
< w xSo finally it remains now to analyze the local extensions R O x forM ¤ M
w xthe maximal ideals M 1 O x . To do this the valuation theoretic charac-¤
< w xterization of the finiteness of R O x by B. Green is very useful: Let ¤¤ x
Ž . Ž w x.be the Gauss valuation on K x s Quot O x and let V be the set of¤
prolongations of ¤ to F. Then the integral closure O s F O of Ox V v g V v ¤ xw xis equal to the localization R with respect to the prime ideal M x 1M w x x ¤¤w x < < w xO x . So O O is finite provided R O x is finite. Green's result is that¤ V ¤ ¤x
the converse also holds:
Ž . Žw x.5 2, Theorem 1.5 . The following statements are equi¤alent:
w x1. R is a finite O x -module.¤
2. O is a finite O -module.V ¤ x
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This result has the following remarkable consequence used in Section 4:
Ž . < w x w x6 Assume R O x to be finite, then the integral closure of O 1rx ;¤ ¤
Ž . Ž . w xK x in F s Quot R is a finite O 1rx -module.¤
Ž . < w x <Proof. By 5 finiteness of R O x is equivalent with that of O O .¤ V ¤ x
Now for the Gauss valuation ¤ the equality ¤ s ¤ holds. Therefore1r x 1r x x
Ž .the integral closure of O in F is finite. Applying 5 again gives the¤1r x
assertion.
Ž . Ž . <Another consequence of 5 concerns the ring extension R m K¤O¤
Ž w x . w x w x w x w xO x m K¤ . Observe that O x m K¤ s O x rM x s K¤ x¤ , which¤ O ¤ O ¤ ¤¤ ¤
is a polynomial ring.
w xIn the proof of the following lemma the integral closure R of K x in F
w x w xis used. Note that because O x s K x l O one has the equation¤ ¤ x
R s R l O .V
< w xLEMMA 3.3. If the ring extension R O x is finite, the algebra R m¤ O¤w x w Ž .xK¤ s RrM R is a free K¤ x¤ -module of rank F: K x .¤
w xProof. We first show that RrM R is a torsion free K¤ x¤ -module.¤
w x w xFor this let p g O x _ M x and r g R such that pr g M R. Let V be¤ ¤ ¤
the set of all prolongations of ¤ to F and assume the value groups vF,x $
v g V, to be embedded in a fixed divisible hull ¤K of ¤K.
Ž < . Ž .Let v r [ min v r v g V . Note that v r s v pr ) 0 for any v g V;0
therefore v r ) 0. Now one has to distinguish between two cases:0
Ž .v r g ¤K : Then r s c rrc with c g M such that ¤c F v r. For any0 ¤ 0
Ž .v g V one then has v rrc s v r y ¤c G v r y v r G 0. Because rrc g R0
one thus has rrc g R that is r g M R.¤
< Ž .v r f ¤K : By assumption O O is finite thus it follows from 1 in0 V ¤ x
Ž < .Section 2 that e v ¤ ) 1 and ¤K has a minimal positive element0 x
Ž .¤c , c g M . Because pr g M R s c R one has v r s v pr G ¤c for any0 0 ¤ ¤ 0 0
Ž .v g V. Hence r s c rrc g M R arguing as in the first case.0 0 ¤
Together the two cases show torsion freeness.
< w x < w xThe extension RrM R K¤ x¤ is finite because R O x is; therefore it¤ ¤
w xis a free module over the principal ideal domain K¤ x¤ .
< Ž .For the rank computation using the finiteness of O O and 1 one hasV ¤ x
rank RrM R s dim RrM R m K¤ x¤Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .K ¤w x¤ x ¤ K ¤ Ž x¤ . ¤ K ¤w x¤ x
s dim O rM OŽ .K ¤ Ž x¤ . V ¤ V
s F : K x .Ž .
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We are now ready to give the proof of Theorem 3.1:
Proof. The implication 2. « 1. is trivial. Assuming on the other hand
< w xfiniteness of R O x , to prove freeness it suffices to prove projectivity by¤
Ž .3 . Because by Corollary 3.2 R is of finite presentation, projectivity is
< w x w xequivalent to the freeness of all extensions R O x , for M 1 O x aM ¤ M ¤
maximal ideal.
w xLet M 1 O x be a maximal ideal and P s M l O . If P s 0 then¤ ¤
Ž w x.O x is a normal ring containing K, so it is a discrete valuation ring of¤ M
Ž . <K x K. Consequently its integral closure R in F is free. If P / 0 oneM
Ž .may assume that P s M : The localization O is a valuation ring O¤ ¤ P ¤ P
Ž w x. w xand R is the integral closure of O x s O x in F, which is finiteP ¤ P ¤ Pw x Ž .over O x by assumption. Furthermore, as R s R we may in fact¤ M P MP P
assume P s M , because this argumentation shows that one just needs to¤
replace the valuation ring O by O , to obtain an analogous situation¤ ¤ P
where M lies over the maximal ideal of the valuation ring.
w xAssume now P s M . Let A s O x and B s R . The extension¤ ¤ M M
Ž . <Ž . Ž . < w xBrM B ArM A is a localization of the ring extension RrM R K¤ x¤¤ ¤ ¤
w Ž .xwhich by Lemma 3.3 is free of rank equal to n [ F: K x . Hence,
n
BrM B s ArM A b .Ž .[¤ ¤ i
is1
Lifting this basis to B by Nakayama's lemma one obtains a system
Ž . < Ž .b , . . . , b of generators for B A. Clearly b , . . . , b also generates the1 n 1 n
< Ž . Ž . < Ž .field extension F K x . Therefore b , . . . , b is a basis of F K x , be-1 n
w Ž .xcause it has F: K x elements. In particular the b are A-linearlyi
<independent, which proves the freeness of B A.
To conclude this section as another application of Green's valuation
Ž . w xtheoretic criterion 5 we characterize the N-2 polynomial rings O x over¤
the valuation ring O :¤
w xPROPOSITION 3.4. Let O be a ¤aluation ring. The polynomial ring O x¤ ¤
has finite integral closure in any finite extension of its field of fractions if and
only if the ¤aluation ring O satisfies:¤
1. O is defectless.¤
2. ¤K is di¤isible or contains a minimal, con¤ex subgroup D ( Z such
that ¤KrD is di¤isible.
Ž .Proof. By 5 one has to consider finiteness of O in any finite¤ x
Ž . Ž w x.extension of K x s Quot O x . By Proposition 2.1 this is the case if and¤
Ž .only if O is defectless and ¤ K x is divisible or contains a minimal,¤ xx
Ž .convex subgroup D ( Z such that ¤ K x rD is divisible. By Corollary 2.2x
these conditions are equivalent to the corresponding conditions for O .¤
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Proposition 3.4 could also be stated in the following way: The polyno-
w xmial ring O x is N-2 if and only if O itself is N-2. Comparing with the¤ ¤
Noetherian theory of Nagata rings, this is exactly what one expects.
4. NORMALITY AND BASE CHANGE
w xThe symbols O , K, O x , O , F, O , and R denote the same objects¤ ¤ ¤ Vx
as in Sections 2 and 3. Let L be an algebraic extension of K and w a
prolongation of ¤ to L.
Our aim in this section is to investigate under which conditions the rings
R m O are normal again. To attack this problem we use two techniques:O w¤
First R is a union of certain finitely generated free O -submodules of F,¤
<defined using the unique projective, regular curve C K corresponding to
<the function field F K. The behavior of these modules under base change
is well known, so that we are able to extract information about R from
them.
Second we represent R as a localization of a graded O -algebra and we¤
use a criterion for normality of such algebras due to P. Roquette to obtain
information about the behavior of R under base change.
Con¤ention. In the sequel all base changes R m O are assumed toO w¤
be integral domains, i.e., it is assumed that the fields F and L are linearly
disjoint over K.
w x <Let R be the integral closure of K x in F and let C K be the unique
<regular, projective curve corresponding to the function field F K. Let
Ž . Ž .Div C be the group of Weil divisors of C. For any divisor D g Div C
one has the K-module
<L D [ f g F ¤ f G y¤ D , ;Q g C ,Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Q Q
where ¤ denotes the discrete valuation associated to the point Q g C. ByQ
the Riemann]Roch theorem these modules are finite dimensional and it is
well known that
R s L nD ,Ž .D
ngN
Ž . Ž .with D s x [ Ý y¤ x Q, where x g F is the variable of‘ Q g C : ¤ Ž x .- 0 QQw xO x ; F.¤
The relation between R and R is given by
R s R l O s L nD l O ,Ž .DV V
ngN
w x w xwhich follows from the fact, that O x s K x l O holds.¤ ¤ x
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The important fact for the purposes of this article is now:
Ž . Žw x. <7 2, Proposition 1.4 . Assume O O to be finite, then for anyV ¤ x
finite-dimensional K-submodule M ; F the equality,
dim M s dim M¤Ž . Ž .K K ¤
Ž .holds and therefore the O -module M l O is free of rank dim M .¤ V K
Ž .In particular the modules L nD l O are finitely generated free. WeV
use this fact several times in this section.
Note that R s R m K. Hence a necessary condition for R m O toO O w¤ ¤
be normal is that R m L is normal. This}even a stronger fact}willK
therefore be a general assumption in the following results. To avoid
Ž .repetitions we state here the property Nor for the function field F and
<the extension L K :
Ž . < <Nor Let C K be the regular, projective curve corresponding to F K,
then the fiber product C = L is integral and normal.K
Ž .Note that if Nor is satisfied the fields F and L are linearly disjoint
Ž .over K. Furthermore Nor is satisfied in the following cases:
v < Ž .The extension L K is separable algebraic , and K is algebraically
closed in F.
v <The projective, regular curve C corresponding to F K is smooth. In
<older terminology: F K is a conservative function field.
Next we represent R as a localization of a graded algebra: Let f g
Ž . Ž . Ž .L nD l O , g g L mD l O , D s x be as previously defined. ThenV V ‘
ŽŽ . .fg g L n q m D l O and therefore for any r g N the direct sumV
S [ L nrD l OŽ .[r V
ngN
has the structure of a graded O -algebra.¤
Ž . Žw x x.8 2 , Theorem 2.1 . The graded algebra S has the properties:r
Ž .1. Let t s 1 g L rD ; i.e., ¤iew 1 g F as an element of degree 1. Then
Ž .S s R.r Ž t .
r Ž . Ž . w x Ž .2. Let s s x g L rD , then S s O 1rx 9 F .r Ž s. ¤
<3. Assume O O to be finite, then for r g N large enough the algebraV ¤ x
Ž .S is generated by elements of degree 1, i.e., by L rD .r
<We now investigate immediate base changes O O ; i.e., base changesw ¤
Ž < . Ž < .such that e w ¤ s 1 s f w ¤ , and we show that these do not affect
normality. The proof of this result consists of a purely valuation theoretic
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Ž .part and a part involving the modules L nD l O . The valuation theoryV
is contained in the following
Ž .LEMMA 4.1. Let L, w be an immediate extension of the ¤alued field
Ž . <K, ¤ , and let M K be a finite extension such that M and L are linearly
disjoint o¤er K. Let V, resp., W be the set of all prolongations of ¤ , resp., w to
XŽ .M, resp., ML. Assume finally that the integral closure O [ O M is a finiteV ¤
O -module. Then one has:¤
<1. The map W “ V, w ‹ w is bijecti¤e.M
Ž < .2. If wgW is the unique prolongation of vgV the equalities e w w s
Ž < . Ž < . Ž < .e v ¤ and f w w s f v ¤ hold.
X Ž .3. O [ O ML is a finite O -module.W w w
4. The natural map O rM O “ O rM O is an isomorphism.V ¤ V W w W
Proof. Linear disjointness of M, L over K gives an isomorphism
<O m O “ O O ; ML. Hence O O O is faithfully flat, which givesV O w V w V w V¤
the existence of a maximal ideal M 9 1 O O over any maximal idealV w
<M 1 O . Now M 9 lies over M because O O O is integral. ThereforeV w V w w
Ž .any valuation ring O dominating O O dominates both O and O .w V w M 9 ¤ w
This proves surjectivity of the restriction W “ V.
< Ž < .Using the finiteness assumption about O O , the equations e w ¤ sV ¤
Ž < . Ž .f w ¤ s 1 and 1 , one has
< <w xML: L G e w w f w wŽ . Ž .Ý
wgW
< <s e w w f w wŽ . Ž .Ý Ý
vgV <w v
< <G e v ¤ f v ¤Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
vgV <w v
< <G e v ¤ f v ¤Ž . Ž .Ý
vgV
w x w xs M : K s ML: L .
< < < < Ž < . Ž < . Ž < . Ž < . w xSo V s W , e w w s e v ¤ , f w w s f v ¤ , and ML: L s
Ž < . Ž < .Ý e w w f w w .w g W
We next show that the natural map O rM O “ O rM O is injec-V ¤ V W w W
tive: Let a s Ýr m b , m g M , b g O be an element of O . Becauseis1 i i i w i W V
Ž < . Ž .e w ¤ s 1 there exists c g M such that ¤c s min wm ‹ i s 1, . . . , r . For¤ i
any v g V one then has
a mi
v G min w q w b ‹ i s 1, . . . , r G 0,Ž .iž / ž /ž /c c
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where w is the unique prolongation of v to ML that also prolongs w.
Ž .Hence arc g O and a s c arc g M O . Therefore M O l O :V ¤ V w W V
M O }and injectivity is proved.¤ V
Ž . Ž .Surjectivity now follows from 1 : By assumption and 1 one has
Ž . w x <dim O rM O s M: K . Because finiteness of O O is alreadyK ¤ V ¤ V W w
Ž . Ž . w x w xproved again by 1 dim O rM O s ML: L s M: K .K ¤sL w W w W
Ž . <Ž .THEOREM 4.2. Let L, w K, ¤ be an immediate algebraic extension of
< w x <¤alued fields. Assume that R O x is finite and assume that F K and L¤
Ž .satisfy condition Nor .
Then R m O is normal and therefore equal to the integral closure ofO w¤w x w xO x in FL. In particular this integral closure is a finite O x -module.w w
Proof. Some remarks first: Let C be the regular, projective curve
< Ž .corresponding to F K, then under the assumption Nor the fiber product
<C = L is the regular, projective curve corresponding to FL L. TheK
Ž .element x g F then defines the divisor D g Div C and the vector spaces
Ž .L nD as described at the beginning of the section. But looking at x as a
Ž .function on C = L it similarly gives a divisor D g Div C = L and theL
Ž .corresponding L-vector spaces L nD ; FL. It is well known that underL
Ž .the condition Nor the identity,
L nD L s L nDŽ . Ž .L
holds for any n g N.
Now back to the proof: Linear disjointness of F and L over K yields an
isomorphism R m O “ RO ; FL.O w w¤
The ring RO has the representation,w
RO s L nD l O O .Ž .Ž .Dw V w
ngN
The theorem is therefore proved once one has shown the identities
L nD l O O s L nD l O , )Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .V w L W
w x Ž .for all n g N, because then RO s O x 9 FL . To do so one heavilyw w
relies on Lemma 4.1: Because F, L are linearly disjoint over K the fields
Ž . Ž . <F and L x are linearly disjoint over K x . The prolongation w ¤ ofx x
<Gauss valuations is immediate, because w ¤ is immediate. The integral
closure O of O is finite, because it is a localization of the finiteV ¤ x
< w xextension R O x . So one can apply Lemma 4.1, which shows that the¤
Ž .integral closure O of O is finite. This allows us to use 7 for both theW w x
Ž . Ž .O -modules L nD l O and the O -modules L nD l O .¤ V w L W
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Ž .To prove ) we first prove
L nD l O ¤ s L nD l O O w s L nD l O w.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .V V w L W
))Ž .
The residue map O “ O rM O is a prolongation of the residue mapW W w W
Ž .O “ O rM O by Lemma 4.1, 4. From the inclusion L nD l O :V V ¤ V V
Ž .L nD l O and Lw s K¤ one therefore hasL W
L nD l O O w s L nD l O ¤ : L nD l O w.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .V w V L W
< w x < Ž .By assumption R O x and therefore O O are finite, hence using 7¤ V ¤ x
one has
dim L nD l O ¤ s dim L nD .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .K ¤ V K
Ž .Again using 7 and linear disjointness of F and L over K one gets
dim L nD l O wŽ .Ž .Ž .Lw L W
s dim L nD s dim L nD L s dim L nD ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .L L L K
Ž .and therefore the desired equality )) .
Ž . Ž Ž .Back to proving ) : Choose any Lw-basis b , . . . , b of L nD l1 m L
. Ž .O w. By )) one can find preimages b , . . . , b under the residue mapW 1 m
Ž . Ž .O “ M O which lie already in L nD l O . By 7 these preimagesW w W V
Ž . Ž .will generate both L nD l O over O and L nD l O over O .V ¤ L W w
Hence,
m
L nD l O O s O b s L nD l O ,Ž . Ž .Ž . [V w w i L W
is1
which completes the proof.
Ž h h. Ž .Because the Henselization K , ¤ of a valued field K, ¤ is a separa-
ble immediate extension Theorem 4.2 has the
< w x Ž .COROLLARY 4.3. Assume R O x to be finite and K s Quot O to be¤ ¤
Ž . halgebraically closed in F s Quot R . Let O be the Henselization of O ;¤ ¤
then R m O h is normal.O ¤¤
Next we derive normality criteria for the rings R m O by using theO w¤
graded O -algebras S introduced at the beginning of this section. For such¤ r
algebras a normality criterion due to P. Roquette exists; it was already
w xpublished in 7 , but because only a proof sketch is given there and the
context we are interested in is more general we include a complete proof
in the following text.
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THEOREM 4.4. Let A be a graded algebra o¤er the ¤aluation ring O .¤
Assume that A is generated by the elements A of degree 1 and that A is a1 1
finitely generated O -module. Assume furthermore that A satisfies:¤
Ž . Ž .1. The scheme Proj A m K , K s Quot O , is integral and normal.O ¤¤
2. A m K¤ is reduced.O¤
Ž .Then the scheme Proj A is normal.
Proof. The proof consists of two steps. First a map
w : A m K “ ¤K ,O¤
with the properties:
 4  41. A s a g A m K ‹ wa G 0 , M A s a g A m K ‹ wa ) 0¤
Ž . Ž .2. ;a, b g A m K : w a q b G min wa, wb with equality if wa / wb
Ž . Ž .3. w ta s w a for any a g A m K and any t g A, that is a nonzero
divisor modulo M A.¤
Ž k .4. ;a g A m K, k g Z: w a s kwa
5. w prolongs ¤ to A m K
is constructed.
Second using w one proves that the homogeneous localizations A withŽ t .
respect to any t g A, which is a nonzero divisor modulo M A, are normal.¤
Ž .This proves the theorem, because any q g Proj A has an open affine
Ž .neighborhood of the form D t , t g A a nonzero divisor modulo M A.q ¤
w x w xChoose a presentation A ( O x , . . . , x rI where I 1 O x , . . . , x¤ 0 n ¤ 0 n
is a homogeneous ideal in the polynomial ring. It follows that A m K (O¤w xK x , . . . , x rKI and KI is a homogeneous prime ideal such that KI l0 n
w xO x , . . . , x s I.¤ 0 n
Žw x.By a result due to P. Roquette 14, Section 2, 9A., Lemma 1 one has:
w xThere exists a K-submodule J : K x , . . . , x such that:0 n
w xa. K x , . . . , x s KI [ J0 n
b. If f s g q h, g g KI, h g J is the decomposition of f g
w xK x , . . . , x with respect to a., then for the Gauss valuation ¤ with0 n x
Ž .respect to ¤ and x s x , . . . , x the formula0 n
¤ f s min ¤ g , ¤ hŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .x x x
holds.
Using this decomposition of the polynomial ring one can define w:
w f q KI [ max ¤ g ‹ g g f q KI .Ž . Ž .x
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This definition makes sense, because by a. for any f q KI g A m K there
exists a unique f g J such that f q KI s f q KI. By b. one then has0 0
Ž . Ž .w f q KI s ¤ f .x 0
Now property 1 of w is a direct consequence of its definition. Property 2
follows from the corresponding property of ¤ and the fact that J is ax
Ž .K-module. The latter also leads to the formula w ca s ¤c q wa for any
c g K and a g A m K, which proves property 5. Furthermore it allows to
reduce the proof of the remaining properties to the case wa s 0 by
replacing a with ca, c g K such that ¤c s ywa.
Property 3: Because for a nonzero divisor modulo M A t g A one has¤
Ž .wt s 0 and because ta f M A by assumption, one then has w ta s 0 s wa¤
by property 1. This proves 3.
Finally because by assumption 2 A m K¤ s ArM A is reduced, M AO ¤ ¤¤
is a radical ideal. Therefore if a f M A one has ak f M A, which¤ ¤
proves 4.
Ž .Now let t g A be a nonzero divisor modulo M A and let b g Quot A¤ Ž t .
be integral over A . Because A m K is a localization of A m K it isŽ t . Ž t . O O¤ ¤
normal by assumption 1. Therefore b g A m K that is b s art m, a g AŽ t .
m K, m g N. Multiplying an integral relation,
bn q a bny1 q ??? qa s 0ny1 0
of b over A with a sufficiently high power of t divisible by n one obtainsŽ t .
an integral relation
n ny1l lt a q c t a q ??? qc s 0,Ž . Ž .ny1 0
for the element t la g A m K such that c g A, k s 0, . . . , n y 1. Usingk
Ž l .the valuationlike properties of w this relation yields w t a G 0, hence
wa G 0 by property 3 of w and so a g A by property 1. This shows
b g A , that is the normality of this ring.Ž t .
Ž . <Ž .THEOREM 4.5. Let L, w K, ¤ be an algebraic extension of ¤alued
< w x < Ž .fields. Assume that R O x is finite, that F K and L satisfy condition Nor¤
and that furthermore the following condition is fulfilled:
v The Gauss ¤aluation ¤ is unramified in F and the residue fieldx
<extension Lw K¤ is separable. Then R m O is normal.O w¤
Proof. Choose an r g N such that the graded O -algebra S introduced¤ r
at the beginning of this section is generated by elements of degree 1. By
linear disjointness of F and L over K one then has
A [ S m O ( L nrD l O OŽ .Ž .[r O w V w¤
ngN
as graded O -algebras with the obvious grading on the right-hand side.w
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We want to apply Theorem 4.4 to A: A is generated by elements of
Ž .degree 1 and A is finitely generated by the choice of r and 7 .1
We have A m L ( S m K m L as graded L-algebras. BecauseO r O Kw ¤
Ž . <Proj S m K is the regular, projective curve corresponding to F K ther O¤
Ž . Ž .scheme Proj S m K m L is normal by assumption Nor .r O K¤
Unramifiedness of the Gauss valuation ¤ in F yields the reducednessx
of S rM S : Because M S is a homogeneous ideal its radical is homoge-r ¤ r ¤ r
neous too. Therefore it suffices to prove that any homogeneous element
f g S such that f m g M S is already in M S . But f m g M S yieldsr ¤ r ¤ r ¤ r
Ž . Ž .v f ) 0 for all v g V. Therefore f g L nD l M for a certain n g N,V
where M denotes the ideal F M . Using unramifiedness of ¤ in FV v g V v x
Ž . Ž Ž . .one easily shows L nD l M s M L nD l O and therefore f gV ¤ V
M S .¤ r
Because reducedness is stable under separable base change one has
reducedness of
A m Lw ( S m K¤ m Lw.Ž .O r O K ¤w ¤
Ž .Application of Theorem 4.4 gives normality of Proj A .
Ž .Now take the element 1 g L rD l O and localizeV
A s S m O s R m O .Ž . Ž .1Ž1. r O w O w¤ ¤
This concludes the proof.
5. O -CURVES¤
In this section we simply restate and summarize the results of the
preceding sections in geometric language, mainly to show the connection
w x w xwith the work of Green, Matignon, and Pop 7 and 2 and for further
w xreference to this in 9 .
Let O be a valuation ring with field of fractions K and consider the¤
O -schemes C obtained by normalizing the projective space P1 in a finite¤ O¤
Ž 1 . Ž .extension F of the rational function field K P s K x . Then C is anO¤
integral, normal scheme with one-dimensional fibers; i.e., a curve over O .¤
It can be described more explicitly as
C ( Spec R j Spec R , )Ž . Ž .Ž .x 1r x
w x w xwhere R , resp., R is the integral closure of O x , resp., O 1rx in F.x 1r x ¤ ¤
Ž w x Ž ..The two affine schemes are glued along Spec O x, 1rx 9 F .¤
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This type of curve over a valuation ring seems to be rather special, but a
result due to B. Green, M. Matignon, and F. Pop states:
Ž . Žw x.9 2, Section 3 and Theorem 3.3 . Any integral, normal, proper
O -cur¤e C is isomorphic as an O -scheme to a normalization of P1 in a¤ ¤ O¤
Ž 1 .finite extension F of K P pro¤ided the ¤aluation ring O belongs to one ofO ¤¤
the following classes:
v Henselian ¤aluation rings
v Valuation rings O with K¤ algebraic o¤er a finite field and with¤
Ž .dim ¤K m Q s 1.Q Z
1 Ž .Note that the normalizations of P occurring in 9 are of finite typeO¤
over O .¤
Ž . < w x < w xBy 6 we have that R O x is finite if and only if R O 1rxx ¤ 1r x ¤
is finite. Therefore, as a consequence all the results in Sections 3 and
Ž .4 are not just referring to properties of the affine O -scheme Spec R s¤
Ž . Ž .Spec R but they do in fact refer to the projective scheme C s Spec Rx x
Ž . Ž .j Spec R : Let C O be the class of O -curves, which are normaliza-1r x ¤ ¤
1 Ž 1 .tions of P in finite extensions of K P and which are of finite type overO O¤ ¤
O . Then the results of Sections 3 and 4 read as follows:¤
1. Let O be a defectless valuation ring and let the value group ¤K¤
be divisible or have a minimal, convex subgroup D ( Z such that ¤KrD is
divisible.
Ž . Ž .Then for any C g C O the normalization C 9 E in any finite exten-¤
Ž . Ž . Ž .sion E of K C is in C O . Proposition 3.4¤
Ž . <Ž .2. Let L, w K, ¤ be an immediate algebraic extension of valued
Ž .fields and C g C O . Assume that C = L is integral and normal.¤ O¤
Ž . Ž .Then C m O g C O . Theorem 4.2O w w¤
Ž . <Ž .3. Let L, w K, ¤ be an algebraic extension of valued fields and
Ž .C g C O . Assume that C = L is integral and normal and the special¤ O¤
<fiber C = K¤ is reduced. Assume further that Lw K¤ is separable orO¤
that C = Lw is reduced.O¤
Ž . Ž .Then C = O g C O . Theorem 4.5O w w¤
Ž . Ž .4. Let K, ¤ be a valued field and C g C O . Assume that the¤
generic fiber C = K is smooth and the special fiber C = K¤ is geomet-O O¤ ¤
rically reduced.
Ž . <Then C = O g C O for any valuation ring O O such thatO w w w ¤¤
Ž . <Ž .L, w K, ¤ is algebraic.
We have to give comments to the proofs of points 3 and 4:
<Proof of 3. The assertion in the case of separable Lw K¤ follows
directly from Theorem 4.5 once one knows that reducedness of C = K¤O¤
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yields unramifiedness of the Gauss valuation ¤ in F, where x is thex
Ž . < < w xfunction in formula ) . Because C O is of finite type, R O x and¤ x ¤
< Ž .therefore O O are finite. From 1 one knows that ¤ can have ramifica-V ¤ xx
Ž . Ž .tion in F s K C only if ¤ K x has a minimal positive element. In thisx
case the maximal ideal M 1 O and therefore also M 1 O is a princi-¤ ¤ ¤ ¤x x
pal ideal. It is then easy to see that unramifiedness of ¤ in F is equivalentx
to the property that M R , M R are radical ideals and therefore to the¤ x ¤ 1r x
reducedness of C = K¤ .O¤
In the case where reducedness of C = Lw is assumed the proof is theO¤w x Ž .same as that of Theorem 4.5: 2 , Theorem 2.1 shows that C ( Proj S , Sr r
as introduced at the beginning of Section 4 and with the property that it is
generated by elements of degree 1. Furthermore the elements of degree 1
form a finitely generated O -module. Now the proof of Theorem 4.5 can be¤
taken over except for the fact that we do not need to deduce reducedness
of the fiber C = Lw.O¤
Proof of 4. This follows directly from 3.
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